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require opening it should be donc by trochar with the exclusion of air
The knife should only then be employed when air has entered the pyoge-
nie cavity, and decomposed its contents. In this way septicoeria with
its fatal consequences can be averted.

With a vicw of bringing about a more decided detachment and dimi-
nution of the structural detritus, various means have been recommended.
John Gay insists upon fiee incisions into the affected joint; others allege
they have successfully employed the seton, and Kirkpatrick favours an open-
ing with his escharotie into the joint and uses it freely upon the osteopo-
rotic substance; and finially exsection. The two former apply only to
superficial and accessible joints, and all four are necessarily followed by
copious suppuration. They are therefore but available in well preserved
constitutions, and in superficial caries of the articular faces.

It is obvious that no debilitated patient can pass unharmed through
so consuming an ordeal. As to exsection I beg to submit:

I. That if a thick slice is removed from the epiphyses, we approxi-
mate the cartilaginous disks fastcning thei to the shaft, which nay
thus become involved, protract and even prevent the reunion.

IL That if we comprise the cartilaginous disks in the operation, the
extremities become so mueh shortened as to render the result nugatory,
and the artificial leg preferable.

III. That the exsection of single tarsal and carpal bones is but very
exceptionally attended with good results on account of the existing inter-
communication of the tarsal and carpal joints.

The arret in the growth of extremities operated upon by exsection, as
observed by Kenig of IIanau,* is probably founded on error and should
not prevent us froni resorting to so legitimate an operation in its proper
place. The growth is impeded by the previous disease, a fact most pro.
bably ignored by that author.

From, these remarks it appears that exsection, as well as amputation,
has its defined therapeutie value, and one cannot weli be substituted for
the other without risk and injury to the patient. i have nothing to do
sith the technicalities of cither operation at this juncture.

Permit nie, however, to tender my advice in reference to two points in
t1section.

S . Before proceeding with the operation, overcome, if possible, the ex-
k Iing malposition by dividing the contracted muscles. I have mostly

s en these prcparatory steps and thereby secured perfect control of the
%bsequent position of the extremity. I owe, perhaps, to the observance
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